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Comni.issi.oh .'Vice-President, Frangois-Xavier ORTOLI, 
(ri.ght) at the lVIarch Plenary Session. 
- 1 b ·-
147th PLEU.tJ1Y SESSIOI~ 
The Economic e..nd Socic.l Coliuni ttee of the :8iuropem'l 
Cormtu'li ties held. its 147th Pleno.r~,r Session in Brussels on 30 o.ncl 
31 I.hrch 1977. The Committee Chc;.irman, I!.tr' Basil de F1~RH.:J'TTI, 
presicted. 
1x FrBngois-Xavier ORTOLI, Vice-President oi the Commission! 
~ttendGd the Session ~d made n st~tement on the economic situation. 
1~. S·tatemcnt by I.Jr F .x. ORTOLI, Vice-President of the Connission 
l"'ccord.ing to lHr ORTOLI, there had not yet been g c1.ecisive 
D.evelopment in the economy that would make it possible to solve the 
problems to be f;1.ced. at present. In view of this si tt.l.C.tion, we haC.. 
three priorities : to support efforts to combat unemploj~1ont, to 
maJ:e the Comrm.u1i ty more of a cohesive rmi t, and to get the Commrmity 
-'Go tc..!:e part in forthcoming international negotiations in its own 
nc..rue. mr ORTOLI \vns pleased th\:1-t the Community woulcl be present in 
i~to own right o..t the coming economic summit in Lonclon. 
Since 1973, all the tLerJbcr Stntes ·had been in the same 
~conomic boat, i.e. tL~employment ~1d inflation had been up and there 
hnd been imbalru1ces in forei[~ tr~dc, even if circumstances varied 
consic1erably fror.~.1 one coun.try to another. Growth everywhere had 
slov1e<l down. 
To get things movin{~ again, there had to ba hec .. l thy and 
oust2.ined exp9nFJion a ... ~c1., at the same time, a reduction of foreign 
tro.c1c clofici ts a:n.ll inflation ~~::;l;es; The fuel for expansion would 
be: eJq1orts and inves~nents. 
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Growth was esse~tial if jobs were to be fom'ld for 'the 5 
million people who were at present m1employed. Special measures 
would be needed to tac1de structt~al problems such· as uneoployment 
among women and young people. 
It wo~ud be difficult to eet the economy goinG because the 
slump had been v1orse tha..."YJ. in the past and i ~ was vi tal to avoid 
touching off inflationary price increases. 
Even now it was clear tl~tt the average growth r~te forecast 
for 1 g)7 would not bG enough to bri.."YJ.g down unemployment to any great 
extent, so the ];Iember States hac1 to mobilize addi tione.l resources to 
resolve the proplem. 
To boost srovnh, foreien trade balances had to be brought 
into equilibritm1. Revving up the economy in countries with a balance-
of-payments surplus, encouraging international trade and su:pport~ng. 1 · 
international clea-mcl would all help to bring this about. 
Investments were at the same level as they were in 1972. 
The major problem was inc1ustrial growth, since it was industry and_ 
the services sector that created jobs. There had to be a good inte~­
national climate. Government investments had a special role to play, 
ro~d future budgets should take more account of e~enditure on 
investments. 
The Community's contribution here was not to be overlooked. 
' -The Co~tnity could, for instance, take speQial measures regarding 
anergy, infrastructures, or individual industries. Thus a certain 
priority had been given to steel. 
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In, atlo.ition, the Member States' economic polici~s shoUld· 
·be coordinated so as to make the Community more of.a·cohesive.unit. 
The Council of Finance Ministers had an important role to play·here. 
The liember States should show their unity on budgetary 
policies and monetary cooper~tion. Consultations should enable 
countries within the snake as well as those outside it to pursue 
compatible objectives. 
Gove-rnments t?.nd both sides of industry shoulo. continue to 
try gnd reach n consensus at the Tripartite Conference. 
Finally, mention sho1.:tlcl be. made of the Coil1111u.ni·iiy' s econonic 
and financial responsibility in the world as'a whole. The big thing 
here was to find a satisfactory way of financing deficits. Parti-
c~l~r attention should be paid to the Third World, which had an 
iMgortant part to play in world tr~de. 
At present, the COiniD.1..mity was at a crossroads, both 
' internally m1.d externally. It had to develop constructive positions 
on what it should be and'how it shou~d face the rest of the world. 
EEC unity was more than ever·the key to economic and social success. 
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1. Regional Policy, Unemployment and Inflation 
The Economic ~and Social Committee adopted unanimously, with· 
I, 
7 abstentions, its Opinion on 
"How Regional Development helps oolve Unemployment an.d 
Inflation by making for a more balanced Distribution 'of 
the Working Population". 
The Committee took the view that regional policy can help ' 
,. 
not only to improve the employment situation in problem regions, but 
can also help to improve regional balance. Thi:s would alleviate 
.certain pressures and make a significru1t contribution to the fight 
against inflation,. 
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The Committee analyzed a number of regional development 
experiments. In the light of these experiments, the Committee con-
E?iders that the cri teri~ for asses·sing tjle employment si tuatiqn .must· ·. ,..··) 
'j :·\ 
be improved and that regional policy instruments mat be put to , ., .. ~ 
. '· better use in order to cope with the employment situation. 
The Comnuttee adopted tpe following criteria for analyzing 
the employment situation in a given region : 
- high chronic unemployment; 
rapid fall in the percentage of the labour force engaged in farming; 
a high percentage of jobs in declining industries; 
structural under-employment; 
emigration and net migration; 
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rate of population growth and ageing of the population; 
average incomes/wages; 
the state of infrastrncture. 
The ESC calls for 
- be·tter regional and local statistics~ 
~ definition of a common yardstick? 
-· ,\, 
- gTeater attention to be paid to all these factors by the ERDF. 
The Committee stresses, however, that the areas receiving aid 
from the Fund coincide pretty well with the areas where unemploy-
P1e::.t is ~ighest. 
The Committee takes the view that the following ruJ.es are 
essential in the interests of more efficient use of the various 
regional policy instruments : 
no single instrument is nufficien·t on its own. 
print is essential; 
An overall blue-
aids which encourage the direct creation of jobs must be expanded, 
in conjunction with infrastructure aids which are necesoary and 
complementary~ 
as regards the jobs to be created, steps must be taken to prevent 
excessive reliance on one industry. Independent establishments 
must be developed, and existing econonic activity nru.st be expanded. 
Vocational training facilities and employment opportunities in 
forestry must not be overlooked; 
if tl"'.c jobs erected ar.e to be viable and durable, plans nru.st be / 
vetted and amenities must be developed to that handicaps to regie- . 
nal development can be phased out~ 
... ; ... 
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Cormnissioner Antonio GIOLITTI, (right), arrlvi:ng t;O 
attend the discussion on regional policy. 
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- Such measures to standardize development conditions, are the best 
w~y of preventing ·competi~ion diotortions; 
Community aids nru.st be better coordinated. 
The Committee feels that regionaJ_ policy also makes a con-, 
tribution to the drive against inflation. It helps to conbat ex-
cem:d ve congestion Which apart foom creating social pressures, pushes 
· up the cost of collective investment • 
At the same time it helps to align pro ducti vi ty conc1i tions 
and in doing so reduces pressures on the wages and prices front. 
The Committee therefore suggests that, under the auspices 
qf the Commission, local-level regional polj_cy planners should come 
together to exchange views and get to lcnow more about the scope of 
and arrangements for the aid which the European Communities cen 
contribute •. 
* 
* * 
§;peech by ~tt GIOI1ITTI, I.Tember of t~e Connission 
I~ addressing the Economic and Social Comnuttee, Conmnssioner 
GIOLITTI first of all than.lced the Committee for its interest in 
regional policy. 
After stressing the importcmce of consulting all the r;roup~ 
affected by the new Regional Fund rules, he said that the Committee~s 
Opinion showed how broad and complex regional policy issues were • 
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The main thing was to reduce -'Ghe imbalances within the Com-
nru.ni ty •· If they were ellowed to get worse, they could threaten 
the very survival of the' Community~ clllc1 if economic and :monetary 
u..11ion was to be achieved, then proerecs had to be made on structu.,:r",al.', 
, \~ -- .· 
'\ 
' ' 
'matters. Regional policy would not be carried out solely by means~ ·,: ,:' 
of the Regional Fund? there had to be an overall strategy aimed at 
.co-ordina·iiing the different financial instruments set up for ·iihe · 1 
purpose of structural rationalization. 
The Cornr.aission' s intention in presenting its forthcoming 
proposals was to mru:e the Regional Fund a permanent instrument. 'In 
' tech...J.ical terms thin meant including -'Ghe Fund under the "voluntary 
ex:Pendi-Gure" section of the Co:mnnmity tudget. It was common 
lmov1ledge that the European Parliament ho..d slightly greater control 
, over that section. 
One of the problems of the ner,r Regional Fund was where to use 
it and how much to spend. The key word was effectiveness, vn1ich 
meant that greater care should be exercised in selecting projec1is 
for aid, Emd resources should be' concentrated better. 
The Fund rules should be made more flexible. This could 
mea.11 widenj.ng the percentage range of aid that could be provided, 
makint$ interest rate subsidies posEible, or providing cover for ex-
chm1t;e risks on loans c-ranted to smaller businesses by the European · 
I.11vestmen-t Bank. 
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As far as national quotas were concerned; the_· Comraunity'a 
regional polic~ would have no specific purpose, if it simply tnms-;, , · 
.ferred resources. To ensure that the policy was used for specific 
ends there had to be a certain flexibility on quotas. But they 
would not be abolished. 
There were plans to make one section of the Regional Fund 
free from q_uotas, and distributed by the Commission • 
.fl.nother thing that was important was to coordinate use of 
the Co;Jr.mlity's various Funds, i.e. the ERDF, the Guidance Section·· 
of the EAG·GF, and the Social Fund. In certain cases, schemes 
should b:::: able to obtain aid from botb these Funds and the quota 
section of the Regional Fund. 
:212lming machinery should be improved too for th€ aaltc of 
.;, .. , 
,J 
, I 
s~'i1o..3J.cr projects, for wl1ich the time factor was particularly crucial .... · · · 
'"' I 
.. )"' ~ ~ 
In concludine his address~ rir GIOLITTI emphasized that the :· 
ree;ional policy should be a policy of development, covering not just· "" 
the poor regions but the entire ter2~itory of the EEC. 
The Cornmi ttee 'b.:::,sed its Opinion 
Section for Regional Development Ullder 
·Fra..ncc .... Worl::ers. The Rapporteur wac 
on material prepared by its 
the chairmanship of I'fr I1AVKL -
I/fr :!30RN.ARb - Franco ~· Worke~s-. · 
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~2. Use of Coal for ~lectricity Gener~Gion 
"Proposal for c. Council Regula·cion on Connmmi ty Financial 
F/Ieasures to Promote the Use of Goal for Electricity 
Generation"• 
Gist of the Proposal 
The Comr.,ission proposes financial inducements to increase 
eJ.ectrici ty production fron coal. The scheme would cost a nlaXimum 
of 500 m.u.a. over 12 to 15 years. Expenditure in a:ny one year 
would not exceed 50 m.u.a. 
' 1,'"1 
·.· ; 
A limited number of grants would be awarded to power s·t;ations 
which ·undertake to increase coal consmr.ption over a seven-year period. 
The grEmts would cover 30~~ of the additional capital C:)sts o:f instP1 ·--
ling coal-fired generatine capacity. They would be awm .... d.ed on a 
competitive basis to projects which add at least 100 MW cepa.cit;y. 
The scher:1e would apply to both coal of Conmnmi ty origin m1.d imports 
~.;\. from third countries. 
'-,t, 
·t~· --~-· 
I 
{ ... ~ 
I 
Gict of the Opinion 
The Committee adopted by 48 votes in favour and 18 abstentionR 
·its Opinion on thiE; proposaJ .• 
The Committee approves the aim of the Commission's proposal, 
ne..mely, to increase the use of coal for electricity generation. 
But it wonders whether the means chosen are those best suited to 
achieve this objective. It therefore, suggests that the nystem be , 
revicNed to ensure that Community fundo are used as efficientJ_y as 
·poosi'ble. 
. .. ; ... 
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'l '' ' ~{:,~ ,·\ The scheme proposed by the Commission would, ·cost a maXimum 
t~·,' .. ~r 500 million u.a. over 12 ·to 15 years. Expenditure in any one year . 
~::-_'would not'. exceeo. 50 miliion u. a. A,. limited number of grants ,would be 
~: ·; .. awarded on a competitive basis to projects which ~vould add at least 
:Z:. ·100 MW· coal-fired electricity generating capacity. The grants would 
- cover 30% of the additional capital costs involved. 
-; The Connni ttee · recognizes the primacy oi'. the need to 
'; ' 
, strengthen the Community's coc~ industry, to attain its coal pro-
d:uc,tion targets and to guarc-ntee outlets for the coSJ. so produc,ec.. • 
.. ·All the necessary measures to this end should, it believes, be under-· 
taken by the Community in the context ·of its coal policy under the· 
"ECSC Treaty, 
- The Committee, however, believes that this proposal 
·should be considered solely in an overall energy context. It 
'lJelieves its obj ccti vc should be simply to reduce dependence. on 
oil, i.e. m2~::dmize the use. of coal irrespective of _origin. 
also agrees that a priority must be given to projects using 
· CiJJally Community coal. 
It 
prin-
The Committee fcels.that in its present.form·the scheme 
will have limited effectiveness in realizing coal capacity which, 
otherwise, would not be installed. It points out that the su.ooess-
.of the measures depends entirely on its ability to influence elec-
, tricity producers' investment decisions. The total cost of coal-
firing is significantly higher than that of oil. Electricity pro-
ducers will have to bear a large proportion of the extra cost, 
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'·It 'points out that some undertakings have already eJ..'"Pressed a lack I .1. 
-or" interest. Moreove~, where they do decide to invest in coal~fire.d ' . ~:: 
' ;\ 
projects, their decision is likely to be governed by other motives. , · 
The Committee calls for greater flexibility to allow account· 
~o be taken of the differences in the cost of installing ana running 
'c~al-fired units in different regions of the Community • .. The single 
rate of aid of 30% should be replaced by an upper an~ lower limit. 
The Commission should be allowed to allocate aid at rates falling 
within this range - the higher the investment cost of the project, 
the higher the rate of aid. 
FinB~ly, the Committee believes that the scheme should be 
reviewed after a number of years so as to keep it fully attuned to 
the prevailing conditions on the energy market. 
The Committee based its Opinion on material prepare~ by its . 
Section for Energy and Nuclear Questions under the chairmanship of 
.. I 
I . .. 
Mr MILLER - United Kingdom - Employers. The Rapporteur was Mr Sj. JO~TW~ 
Netherlands - Emplo~ers. 
3 to 12 Proposals of Council Directives on the Approximation of 
the Laws of the Member States relating to : 
- Tyres for Motor Vehicles and their Trailers 
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f.-- ,>Gis_tr. pf tB.e Commf.·ssigp' s Prouosal on Tyres 
..-, ., \ 
,- •" 
~1e proposal covers the design, ·fitting and testing of: 
,. 
' ·f-~ 
~ f'_j 
,I ~·· ::: 
t '.' 
-.--. , tyre_s •. It concerns tyres fitted on new vehicles as well as replace--·. ., , 
~ ..... ~ 
; . -ment tyres? though not remoulds or tyr~s with stucls. A common pro- ·-· --/,~ 
,, __ ., cedure for granting an EEC mark is introduced and tests may be carrie.d~ .. :·:· _,;;; 
. ~- " '•. l " ... ~ 
:··.· out in the laboratories of manufacturers under the responsibility of 
the manufacturers themselves. Spot checks are, however, allowed. 
··~ · -As a precautionary measure, provision is made for any Membe_r Stat~ 
, I, 
·\~.· ,-
_to take appropriate measures if a tyre seems to be dangerous, even 
_,--·if it satisfies the specifications of the directive. A system for 
the ·nn.ltual exchange of information is also provided for. 
·-Gist of ·the Opinion 
The Committee approves the proposal, especially from the 
road safety angle. Defining characteristics which have a bearing on 
tyre safety (e.g. resistance to blow-outs, •pressure retention, road 
grip) ie therefore of particular importance. 
It would point out, however, that the first _paragraph of 
Article 6 may cause Member States to introduce subsequent technical 
barriers; this would be in conflict with the spirit of the Directive. 
, The Committe~ also feels that the six-week period stipulated in 
Article 6(2.) is too long in view of the fact that consumers would be 
exposed to serious safety hazards in such instances.-
4 • Oar ~V :plf{fl 
- Vfheel Guards for Motor Vehicles 
Gist, of the Co~~ssion's Proposal on ~Vheel Guards 
This proposal is designed to protect other traffic users 
against stones, mud or water, etc.~~ which may~be_thrQwn_up by motor 
. vehicles~ 
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', . Gist. of the Opinion 
·' ' 
The Committee approves the Commission's proposal, though 
it is normal practice to avoid basing vehicle safety standards on • 
design specifications, as far as this is possible. It thinks that 
. it ~ould be better to lay dovr.n performance requirements, the manu-
facturer being at liberty to satisfy these in the way he considers 
to be most appropriate • 
. 5. Car Heatine; Systems 
- Heating Systems for the Passenger Compartments of Motor . 
Vehicles 
Gist of the Coramission's ProEosal 
The proposal stipulates that the passenger compartment of 
motor vehicles must be fitted with a heating systom and lays down 
the d.esign specifications necessary for the occupants' safety and 
comfort. 
Gist of the Opinion 
The Committee approves the Commission's proposal. 
6.7.8. Rear Fog Lights -Reversing Lights- Parking Lights 
- Rear Fog Lights of Motor Vehicles and their Trailers 
- Reversing Lamps for Motor Vehicles and their Trailers 
- ParkingLam.ps for Motor Vehicles 
... ; ... 
·\ . ' .. ' 
. I' 
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Gist of the Commiss.ion • s Proposals 
Since the fitting of these lamps to motor vehicles has 
already been covered by the Council Directive of 27 July 1976, these 
proposals merely lay down how the lamps are to be _designed and tested. 
Lamps which satisfy the requirements laid down in the ~taxes to the 
Directives and bear the EEC type-approval mark may be marketed 
throughout the Community. Also included in the proposals is a scheme 
for the. reciprocal notification of all instances where type approval 
has been granted, refused, withdrawn or extended. 
Gist of the Opinion 
The Corr.Jittoc approves the Co~ssion's propos~s. Rear 
fog lamps, the Comuittee urges, must be effective, however, when the 
weather is at its worst. In this respect it ndv~eatcs the standardiza--
tion of ronc trnffic lcws et Coa:1~ity level. 
9. Windscreen Wipers 
- Window Wipers and Washer Systems of Motor Vehicles 
10. De-Frosting Systems 
- Defrosting and Demisting Systems of Motor Vehicles 
Gist of the CommiSsion's Proposals 
The aim of these two proposals is to ensure that drivers'· 
visibility is not impaired in bad weather conditions, and thus make 
a major contribution to improving road safety • 
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The Committee approves the Commission's propos~. 
Gist of t]}e OpL'Ylion : Defro,st~demist:.,ing__ syst~~ 
The Committee approves the Commission's proposal and notes 
in particu~e .... "::' that techni_c·al progress might provicJ.El the manufacturers 
of motor vehicles. in cat£ gory Ill 1 with new methods for im:pro-.rint~ 
visibi.li ty, such as electrical V'Tindscreen heating. 
With regard to the criteria laid down in the proposal for: · 
keeping winds_creens permanently clear of mist and frost, the Commi ttce 
feels that this-stipulation can be met by a test at above -18°0 
, provided defrosting can also be guaranteed at temperatures below 
-1.8°0 when the vehicle is in motion. The Committee therefore urges 
the Commission to review the proposed temperature limit. 
J1, Interior ~ittings ,of Cars 
Interior Fittings of Motor Vehicles (Identification of Controls, 
Tell-Tales and Indicators) 
Gist of the Commisf:lion's Proposal 
~1e proposal d~als with the specifications for the identi-
fication of controls, tell-tales and indicators and lists in the 
Annex the symbols to be us0~ for such purposes. In drafting its 
proposal, the Commission has drawn on work performed by international 
standardization organizations, such as the Economic Commission for 
Europe and ISO. 
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The Committee .approv.es the Commission's proposal. 
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· .. · · · 12 • Weights and Dimensions of Mo·tor Vehicle_§ 
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·- Weights and Dimensions of Certain Motor Vehicles 
Gist of the Commission's Proposal 
This proposal lays down the naximun permissible length, 
--width and height of vehicles in category lVI 1 (private cars and other ' 
vehicles used 
nine seats). 
maximum laden 
wei-ght should 
for the carriage of passengers and having no mo.re than 
It also stipulates how the technically permissible 
-
weight of a vehicle is to be determined end how this· 
be distributed between the vehicle's axles so -as to 
., 
/ ' 
'<'' 
. "'',, 
I ensure that the vehicle can be properly controlled even in the most , "' 
adverse loading conditions. The proposed standards are : 
- maximB!,I.! dimensions • length 11 metres • 
width 2 .. ~ n~tx·,~s 
height 4 metres 
-maximum laden wei~ht • 3,500 kg. • 
. .' 
Member States are to incorporate these EEC standards in~o · 
their national legislation before· 1 June 1978, and these 'standards 
will then become· obligatory as from 1 January 1979. The dimensions 
of most existing cars comply with the proposed standards. 
\ ' 
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·:, ··" Gist of' the Opinion 
',. 
,I The Committee approves the Commission's proposal. 
I 
The Co~uittee based its Opinion on material prepared by' '_, 
._, 
l' 
,,. 
' 
---
its Section for Industry, Commerce, Crafts and Services under the 
chaii"l.ilanship of I.'lr HEM].illfl- Luxoobourg ~Employers. · The ilO.PJ)Orteur was 
x.ir t'iASPRONE- Itnly- Enployera. r.7r DE GRAVE- Belgium- Workers- was 
the Co•Rnpporteur for the Opinions on defrosting systems and tyres. 
13. Type-Approval of Motor Vehicles 
.Proposal for a Council Directive Amending Directive 
70/156/EEC on the Appro::imation of the Laws of the Member· 
States relating to the Type-Approval of M:otor Vehicles 
and their Trailers. 
Gist of the Corrunission's Proposal · 
·A n~ber of amendments have been made to Council Directive 
70/156/EEC of 6 February 1970 in the light of experience gained since 
this Directive came into force in 1971 in the original Member States 
and in 1973 in the new Member States. These amendments concern both 
legal and technical aspects. 
The emended Directive stipulates that when an application 
/ for type approval is made, a member State must satisfy itself that 
the manufacturer filing the application is adequately equipped to 
test the product in question. The previous provisions, which simply 
stated that spot checks had to be carried out on production models 
to verifY their conformity, have now been seen to be inadequate. 
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The new provisions will enhance customer safety. It will also be 
I , 
possible for the manufacturers of certain_ items of equipme~t to have 
this equipment approved without it being necessarily fitted· to a 
. --~ 
vehicle. These ncwufacturers are therefore no longer obliged to apply . · --
• .... •• \1.,' 
through the vehicle manufactu.rer. ' 
Included in the amendments to the techni·cal specificatioD:S 
- is the addition of &'1. item on fuel consumption, which will thus . 
become part :md ~Jnrcel of the type approval procedure for motor 
.vehicles. This is in line with the Council's recommendation of W~y 
1976 on the rational u~ilization of energy by road vehicles. Certain 
addit~ons to the type approval certificates have also been made 
' / ' 
necessary by more recent Council Directives, such as the one on rear 
fog lamps. 
Gist of the O~JAio~ 
'/ 
The Econooic and Social Committee adopted unanimously its 
Opinion on this prodosal. 
The Cor-l!-nittee approves the Cormni.ssion 9 s proposal and' calls 
on the Courwil to. discuss it at the earliest opportunity. 
With regard to the type-approval procedure for vehicles 
made in third countries, the Committee believes that conformity to 
type .can only be effectively verified in the manufactUring esta~ 
lishments ~~d therefore ·suggests that the right of .access to the 
manufacturing estqblishments ond the methods of checking must be the 
subject of agreements betwee:."l the Community and the third country. 
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Considering the Comml.mi ty-wi.de ef:f,"ects of a type approval 
granted under the tex,ns of the directive, tha Committee invite,s the 
'Commission to ensure maximu.In coordination among Member States' 
authorities before type approv£~ is granted to a motor vehicle coming 
from a third country. 
Furthermore, the CorMI1ittee asks the Commission and the 
'Counoil to keep in mind the im~)ortance for the Colll"llunity of obtaining 
reciprocal benefits f:rom third cou..."ltries exporting to the Commun'ity. 
The Economic and Social Committee based its Opinion on 
material prepared by its Section for Industry, Commerce, Crafts and · 
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. · Ser-vices under the chairmanship of I.Tr HEliJIUER - Luxcmbo:urg - Employers •. 
The Rapporteur was Hr CLiJ.ffiC - United Kingdom Employers. 
14. Pre-Packaged Products 
Proposal for a Council-Directive on the Approximation of 
the Laws of the Member States relating to the Ranges of 
Nominal Quantities pernitted for Certain Pre-Pacltaged 
Prodt,_cts. 
This proposal follows on from those alree.dy adopted by the 
Council on prepackaged products, viz. the Directive on the Approxi-
mati<;m of Le.ws relating to the I,~cld.ng-up by Volume of certain Pre-
packaged Liquids 8lld the Directive on the Approxim~?.tion of Laws 
relating to the Making-up by Height or by Volume of certain Pre-
packaged Products. 
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~ ' / 1 ~'-"· -~., The purpose of this new proposal is to lay. down, for. each_ 
~-·: .. ·.·, pf the products listed, the weight or volumes that m:Ust be ac:cepted 
~ :-' · on the ·m&rkets in all Member States. 
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Clear r~es of prepackage sizes for the marketi:J?-g of a:ny 
given category of products should sinplify comparisons between 
similar products, foster competition between producers and make the 
consumer's choice easier. 
The proposal has three ~~exes, which cover three different 
categories of products. 
Tha first annex deals with products prepackaged in con-
tainers that nre specially manufactured for the products lll question.· 
The second annex concen1s products prepackaged in con-
- tainers that are n8llufactured vd thout ~egard to the metrological 
' . ~::?I'OlJerties (voltune, density) of the products in question. 
And the third annex covers products sold L11 ae.rosol c·on-
tainors. The Council has already adopted a Directi7e on the resis~ 
tance to pressure of the latter. 
Gist of the O_pinio11; 
The Economic and Social Co~mittee adopted with no dis-
senti.il..g· votes and 5 abstentions its Opinion on this 11roposal. 
The Committee endorses the Commission's proposal. 
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With regard to the Directive's scope, the Committee points 
.out, hoyvever, that_the 11ultimate consumer" should cover all kinds 
o.f consumer, including institutions. 
In view of the special nature of dietetic foods, the 
· Committee asks the Commission to -put forward appropriate propos&ls · -· 
in respect of such foodstuffs. ,, 
The Committee also calls· on the Commission to draft a 
Directive on the marketing of unit prices at the earliest opportunity. 
The Committee based its Opinion on material prepared by· 
its Section for Industry, Commerce, Crafts and Services under the 
chairrn.rmship of Mr HEIJIUER - Luxembourg - Employers. The Rapporteur 
was Mr ~UURVIER - France - Various Interests. 
. . 
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1· 15. Duty Free Allowances for Travellers 
l. '\ 
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Propo~al for a Council Directive on the Harmonization 
of Provisions Laid Down by Law, Regulation or Adminis-
trative Action Relating to the Rules Governing Turnover 
Tax and Excise Duty Applicable -in International Tre,vel. 
Gist of the Commission's Proposal 
The aim of the present proposal is to resolve two diffi-
culties arisi3:1g out of the application of previous directiv-ec. In 
t~e first place, price rises are tending gradually to erode the 
real value of Community tax exemptions granted to individuals, and 
secondly as a result of the present moneta~J situation in the 
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.:_OOmmu.ni ty, the exemption amounts ar~ not the same when converte.d · 
:into the various national currencies .• 
The proposal provides for increases in the tax exemption~ 
granted to individuals pursuant to the :provisions . of the Council / 
Directive of 28 May 1969, as runended by the Council Directive of 
12 June 1972 : 
the tax exemption is raised to· 200 units of account, 
for travellers under 15 years old, Eember States may reduce the 
exemption to 50 units of account. 
In addition, the exemption which Member States must allow 
in intra-Conmrumity trade for the duty-free importation of still 
wines is increased to 5 litres, and e. mechanism is to be introduced· 
to keep the real_ value of Community exemptions constant. 
Under the mechanism envisaged, the exemption amounts 
expressed in units of account will be adjusted each year in line 
with a Cor:Jll!U.l1.i ty index reflecting IDOVGiilents in the cost of li rlng 
in the Corw~unity as a whole. 
Gist of the Qpinion 
The Economic and Social Committee adopted unanimously its 
Opinion on this proposal. 
The Committee approves the Commission's proposal. The 
I 
Committee notes that currency depreciation and price increases have 
considerably reduced the real value of these exemptions (which have' 
not been changed since 12 June 1972). Variations in exchange rates: 
have 'also led to notable differences in the value of the exemptions 
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calculated in the currency of each Aiember State. 
The index-linking of the exemptions, together with their 
&nnual review, should put an end to these shortcomings. 
Furthermore, the Committee thillics that the reasons given 
. 'I 
. ~ '-
in support of the adjustment of intra-Community exemptions in the 
light of economic developments, also .hold for the exemptions t:,Tanted ' 
to travellers returning from a non•EEC country. This exemption has ,, 
remained fixed at 25 units of accm:m.t since 28 May 1969. 
Finally, the Committee would point out that the proposed 
measures con only be considered as being a provisional: solution. 
The ultimate aim is still the harmonization of tax systems. 
The Committee based its Opinion on material prepared by 
its Section for Industry, Commerce,-Crafts and Services under the 
chairmanship of Mr m~IER - Luxembourg - &lployers. The Rapporteur 
was :rvir hlARVIER - France - Various Interests. 
16. Export Declaration Form 
Proposal for a Council Regulation Instituting a Conmnxnity 
Export Declaration Form 
Gist of the Commission'.s Proposal 
The purpose of the proposal is to intr~duce a Community 
export declaration for-.m in- the Community as from 1 January 1978. 
The introduction of Community transit procedures in 1970 has helped 
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achieve substantial sir.1:plit'ications in the movement of g_oods, but 
' ' 
· further sim:plifica.tions arG uec·essa.ry. Wor1t for users in the 
Community woul~ be made easier i~ f3xport data were located in a 
.-:fixed place on forms. The resulting advantages would.· be greater 
still if the Comrr.nmi ty tra:nsi t forms were aligned on the ex:port 
form:s; simul tarieous completion of the tvvo forms, regardless of 
the method of reproduction used (e.g, one-run systems) would result 
' ih a saving of time • 
. \ 
Gist of the Opinion 
The Economic and Social Committee adopted unanimously its· 
Opinion on this proposal. 
T.he Committee welcomes the plan to introduce a Cor~u!ity 
export declaration form based on the ECE layout key. It notes that 
' I 
numerous documents used in international trade are already based 
on this key. 
The Committee regrets, however, that the continued 
divergence of national rules with regard to taxation, statistics 
and trade, etc., greatly increases the number of boxes reserved for 
national use in the new form. 
The Committee is also interested to note that users vvill 
be able to choose between two.models, one being intended more 
specifically as an afu~istrative docrunent and the other belonging 
to the same category as invoices and other commercial documents. 
Furthermore, the Committee thinks it is vital that wor1~ 
on the redesigning of the Community transit form, which is a 
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Commission rGsponsibility, should be'completed in time for the 
two new forms to be introduced simultaneously • 
Finally, the Committee would urge the Commission and the 
Member States to make a real effort to reduce the amount of in-
formation which users arc asked to supply" 
The Committee based its Opinion on material prepared by 
I 
its Section for Industry; Commerce, Crafts and Services under the 
·,J,-
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chairma_r1ship of rl!r ~:IMER - Luxembourg - Employers. The Rapporteur· . -
was Hr UARVIER - Fr8.L'1ce - Various Interests. 
17. -p~ter for Rearing Shellfis~ 
Proposal for a Council Directive relating to the Quality 
Requirements for Waters favourable to Shellfish Growth. 
Gist of the Commission's Propos~~ 
The proposed Directive is concerned with quality require-
ments for water which the appropriate national authorities designate 
(or have already designated) as being in need of protection in order 
to allow their shellfish populations "'Go develop under fn.vournblc 
conditions. 
It will apply to natural or artificial basins where shell-
fish beds occur naturally or where shellfish are farmed. 
cti st of the. Opinion 
The Economic and Social Committee adopted unanimously its 
> Opinion on this :t:roposal. 
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The Committee' acknowledges that 'the · Commission' a proposed . 1. 
' ' ' 
. ,.- . Directi v.e- sa~isfies the aim of preventing and combatting water _pol..:· · 
Y-: ··· . l~tion where naturally-occurring shellfish beds or shellfish farming 
.., I 'I .. 
I•. 
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' 
is extensive and exploited for human cons111¥ption. Indirectly, the · 
Di~ective' will lead to ·better protection for the cons1uncr, which the 
Committee, in any case, still believes to be insufficient. 
The Committee -strosses that a wider range of measures is 
needed'in order to protect people consuming shellfish. It, therefore, 
urges that the Corrnnission draft, with a minimum of delay, proposals-
designed· to make sure that shellfish coming onto the market are 
perfectly healthful, irrespective of whether they come from Community 
water or are imported from outside. 
The Committee based its Opinion on material prepared by 
its Section for Agriculture under the chairmanship of Mr ~!0 
CAPODILISTA - Italy - Various Interests. The Rapporteur was 
_Mrs EVAUS -United Kingdom.- Various Interests. 
Proposal for a Council Decision adopting certain Codex 
Alimentarius Standards for Edible Sugar 
-~t< .of, the Commission • s Prcw.osal 
' 
The Co:rnmission proposes that the Council adopt the inter-
national stm~dards for edible sugar which are sot out in the Codex 
Alimentarius. Types of suenr .which are fully in accordance with ~he 
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-~:~·>:;,;-~ "·.·ii>r 'sale within the community. 
be author:lz'ed 
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The Economic and Social Committee adopted unanimously its 
Opinion on this proposal. 
~~e Committee.approves the Commission's proposal, since it 
considers the latter is merely a ratification at international level, 
·apar't from s'pecified exceptions, and does not involve making any 
, changes to Cotnuunity rules • 
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The Committee recalls its favourable attitude towar~s the 
possib~lity of support for an alignment of national rules on con-
,_ fectionery and in particular for restricting the use of sulphur dioxide 
to cases where it is strictly necessary •. 
The Coomittee also points to the need for further work on 
~ignment standards concerning contamim:1.11ts in sugar. 
The Cowmittee based its Opinion on material supplied by its 
Section for .Agriculture unc1er the chairmanship of r\'Ir EMO CAPODILISTA -
, •.. ItaJ.y - Various Interests. The Rapporteur was Mr DE GRAVE - Belgium -
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Workers. 
19. ~~~ of Power Stations 
Draft Cotu~cil Resolution concerning Consultation at 
Corrurru .. "'li ty level on the Stting of Povmr Stations and 
the Proposal for a Council Consultat~on Procedure in 
Respect of Power Stations likely to Affect the Terri-
tory of another Member State. 
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~st of t~e~roposal 
Some 110 new nucle~r power station sites, as well as a 
· ,._. iiumber of conventional sites, will be needed by the year 2000. 
l· 
\ ' 
· .~1cse must comply vrith ~ ever-increasi~g list of econonic, t~ch-
' 
nical, enviroruilcntr..l ond land-1.:~sc purameters. To ensure a consis-
tent approach, ecpecially in frontier re~ions, the Coh~ission 
believes thn.t the I.~enber States must coordinate their 2.ction. 
Firstl;y, the Cot.m1ission intends to set up n. bor:_;y- to .help 
develop cor~1011 criteria and methodologies for site seloctio~ proce-
dures in generc:--..1 th:L."oughout the Co:rnrmni ty. · 
• \ 
Seconc1l~t, for indivicl..ual site·s ple..nned in frontier regions~ 
it is ple..nnec"l to cet up a Cor.Jnn .. u1i·c;jr consul t9-tion prococlure. The 
·procedure coulc1 be triggered-off by the r,lember State responsible for 
the pnrticular project, the i.lerabej_" Stato o.ffectad, or the Commission •. 
The l:cmber Sto:te reGj}Onsible for the j_')roject would then provide the 
Cormniosion with the d.~ needed to o..Gsess the possible trans-border 
.Gffects of the project. The Conoission wo1.D.d ex~..nrl~.ne the date \lvith 
the help of c. consul tc.ti ve body !.U"~de up of experts fron the 1\:iember 
Stntes11 Fi~lc.ll;'l, the CO!:ll::dssion Y!O't.':.ld forvvo.rd its OlJinion on the 
project to the :r.~ember States oonce::::ned$ 
Gist of the O,Jinion 
The EoonOL1ic and Social Cornmi ttee adopted by a large 
-majority with 1 vote against, its Opinion on thiB Pro>osal., 
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, ... , \'. . The Committee accepts the idea of developing common criteria 
:: ·, ·- · 'anct methodolo o-ies for ·~ . . ' - 0 
. 1o' , ~ \ 1 • 
· / ·~. tlle ComL1U."'li ty. These 
site selection procedures in general throughout 
·would give l.Iember States sooe guid£Ulce when •, - ·, \' 
". '/ chioosing and approvint; sites. They coulLl. also make for objective 
' ' 
·.,.. public C.j_scussion. At the some title, the Cor.ami ttee believes that the 
' ., 
tacl: of solectin~'S a.11.d o..pproving inC.ivic11tc..l ·sites must remain the 
,excluoive responsibility of the Eember iJ·G::-.tes. Only the national 
· ,GQvqnunents cn.n. weigh UlJ [.'.11 the c1.ifferent technical, econotJ.ic, -
environnental ana. lo ..nc-use fo..ctoro involve.d in each specific instance. 
i" '\ ' 
. It recorillllends th[l.t t:'le text of the nooolution una:"'!.bieu_ously reflect 
' ' I' 
., . 
'I 
- . ' 
these views. 
The Com!TJ.i ttee supports tho creation of a body for consul ta-
..tion on criteria e.nd methodoloc;ies. Its aim, it believes, should be 
to provide the Comn1ission with the broo..&est range of the best tech-
1 · • · riical advice. 
'• 
,, . 
i 
' '• 
The Comu1ittce goes on to approve the draft Reeulation on 
the introc1uction of n Community conm.-tltation procec1ure on power 
s~ation sites 1n frontier reeion~. It endorses the plan whereby the 
:: ·": ... const1.l tation process may be ini tiatec1 for a particular site by : 
,. 
I .. 
" 
·:a) the I~Iemb~r Stn.te vvhich considers tho..t it is affectect b'IJ the si tine 
.,,,. 
I- •,' I 
,.: . plro1s of another llem.ber Sto..to; 
. '~-· ' 
•'. 
~. 
1:/ l 
;r ·. , 
.; ~ ' I 
.i 
, .. 
, > ~ \ 
' ' ,"-I 
I.,; 
b) the I.Iember State responsible for the proj0ct; or 
b) the Commission. 
It believes thc.t this procedure is preferable to 2..!."1Y attempt 
to objectively defliLe frontier re0iono. 
... ; ... 
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The Co~1ittee. supports ~1e creation of a c~ncrLtltative 
of independent eA~erts,.nominated by the Membe~ States. 
{' .. Nevertheless, it would. lilre a clearer picture of the n\un:ber of 
·~· ;, pe-ople involvec., their qualificationc, nnd the duration of their 
;' ·. · appoint-ment. It assumes tlmt the 1iiember States in question will 
···' be ndeg,uately represented a.'l'ld that oD.ch li!.ember State will nominate 
i~:. tl?-e strongest ac1vocGtes to plee.cl. its l')articular case. It also 
; '.: ·notes ·that it io not necessary for all Member States to be repre-
'· \, 
/, 
I'' 
s'entod for each CC'.Se study 8.LJ.d ·that the Commission is e;ivon flexi-
blili ty to determine the make-up of the group for each en se. 
The Committee was concerned lest the procedure ~dd undue 
delay to the decision-malcing pro coos. However, it rec;ards the time-
limits specified lll the Regulation (maximum total duration approx. 
9 months) as acceptable. 
20. The Comr1ittee based its OpL'I'lion on material prepared by 
its 3ection for EnerG0r end Nuclear Questions under the ch~irmanship 
of !:It" HIILLER - United Kingdom - Employers. The Rapporte"LU' was 
Mr FRIEDRICBS - Gcma.ny - Workers. 
20. pru1gerous Subot~ces - 6th f~a~n~~ont 
Proposal for a Council Dircc·tive, the Sixth I-!Ioci.ification 
of the Council Directive of 27 June 1967 on the 1\.pproxi-
liDtion 9f the Laws of ~Tcmbor States relating to the 
Classific:1.tion, Packacing ;;mc1 I,abelling of Dru1.gerous. 
Substances. 
Gist of the Cor~aission's Proposal 
The Directive would ma!;;:e it compulsory for every new sub-
stance to be tested for potential health and enviromental hazards -
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. be~:ore being placed on the market. The manufacturer or the agency- I , 
.. 
mar:.I::e:ting the new ou.bstance wot'!.lCl. huvo to submit a do osier contaimmg- · ~~:> 
I •' 
the re-sults of such tests to the I.Iemoor State's authorities and to · 
the Comission. The procedure for the consideration of cl.ossiers by 
the authorities io lc:.id dovvn. The Directive constitutes n major step 
for\~d in tha drive against chemical pollution. 
Gic;t of the OpinipE: 
The Economic and Soci~l Committee adopted by a large 
· mjori ty, 'llvi th 2 ubotentions, its Opinion on this :proposal. 
The Comnittee endorsed the proposed Directive vt1ich it 
considered accordeQ vdth the juctified hsalth and so.fe~J requirement~ 
of vrorlrers a.."ld t;.1.e general public, such as were discussed o.t the 
recent Pan-~urope2n Trade Union Conference on the HL~lization of 
Y/Ol'"'l:. 
The proposal would play rJ1 effective role in preventing 
accidents a.nct pollution arisine fl'"'Om the use of substeJ.J.ccs new on the 
nnrl.:et. BLtt it v1o.o "LU1fortur.w .. te that the Directive could. not be 
extenc1ed to cover c1o.ncerous substances already on the L1Ll.rkot, because-
. the eo he1.d not h2>c1 to comply with o. notification requirement snd the 
/existing Directive vTc.s not inten<J.ec.1 to serve the v;ider environmental 
aim. Such c..n extension would involve C;t"eat difficul tieo, however. 
The Co~1ittee accepted the proposed method of compulsory 
notification of ne\"! substnnces. Thou@1 not as foolproof a system as 
... ; ... '' 
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:, · licensing, notification would still d.o much to improve our knowledge, .. 
f\ ~- ·. ~~ clangerous substances and thereby hel:p to reduce the hazards ,-, 
(, \ · involved. ~~ 
·~' ' 
"t',. ' 
,, 
,-' 
The Committee nevertheless called upon the Commission to 
consider the possibility of a .licensing system for highly danger·ous • 
St.t bstanc e s. 
.. ' 
The Committee based its 01)inion on material prepare:d by 
its Section for Protection of the lli1vironment, Public Health.and 
Consumer Affairs (Chnirman Mr ROIT.EING&\VE - Ireland - Various 
' I ~. 
' ' 
, I, ~, 
,. I • 
Interests. The Rapporteur was r.rr EBOLI Italy - Various Interests) • . ~. 
21. Plant Protection Products 
~ 
Proposal for a Council Directive concerning the Placing 
of EEC-Accepted Plant Protection Products on ti1e l~ket 
Proposal for a CoUllcil Directive Prohibiting the Placing 
on the rJarket an.d the Use of Plant Protection Proo.ucts 
Containing Cert~in Active Substancese 
Gist of the Opiniop 
T.he first propnsal providoo for what is ternwd'EEC aoccp~ 
tm1co. This wculd be optional a11cl \'JOuld operate in parallel with 
existL~g natio~~l approval arrfuigements for pl~nt protection products. 
EEC acceptance is to be granted by the individual 1ibmber State for 
products which satisfy a series of nafety and effectiveness require-
ments. .Anyone wishing to market plru1:t protection products in the , 
Community will be able to choose be~veen.applying for approval under 
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. .. 
national law in each individual Member State or applying for bla:p.- .· . , 
ket EEC acceptance. Once a product is. EEC-accepted, Member States 
will be barred, as from 31 December of the year following the year 
·. 
I' , 
i ( 
of EEC acceptance, from refusing, prohibiting or restricting the / 
marketing of the product. Exceptions may be authorized, however, 
·under certain conditions, where there are justified objections to 
a given product being EEC-accepted. The Commission is to publi~h 
an annual list of plant protection products which may be marke~ed 
as "EEC-accepted"• 
The second proposal seeks to align national bans on res-
trictions on plant protection products which are dangerous to man 
or to the environment. Initially, the proposal is to cover plant 
'' 
protection products containing certain mercury or organo-chlorene , 
active substances .whose use in agriculture is now generally con-
sidered to be undesirable and is already banned in ~everal Member 
18tates. 
Gist of the Opinion 
The Economic and Social Committee adopted unanimously its 
Opinion on these Proposals. 
The Commi tt·ee approved the first proposal, but asked the 
Commission to make sure there was no conflict with the Proposal for 
a Council Directive on the Approximation of the Laws, Regulations 
.. .; and Administrative Provisions of Member States relating to the 
'Classification, Packaging and Labelling of Pesticides. 
• •• ; ••• I ' 
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The Committee felt that,the Commission should ,have indi~ · 
~ated more clearly· what stages arc to be gone through on the way 
t~ its ultimate objective, namely, upwards aligriment of the rele-
vant national health protection regulations • 
It also considered that the Co~nission should study the 
/ 
·case for extending the list of approved products-by adding anum-
ber of products whose use is curre11tly approved in certain Member · 
'States. Such a measure should not, hov1ever, set back the date 
on which the D:Lrective under discussion comes into force. 
As for the second proposal, the Committee observed that 
the proposed list of prohibited substances is not yet complete• 
-It should be updated, as and when necessary, in the light of pro-, 
gress in scientific and technical ln1owledge., 
As regards the procedure for consulting interested par-
ties, the Committee considered that the Commission should have 
made provision in both of the proposals, for the Consumers\ Con-
. , I 
sultat-ive Committee to be asked to give its views before decisions 
are taken~ The Community Programme for a Consumer Protection end 
Information Policy expressly mentioned plant protection products 
(pesticides) as one a~ea for priority action to safeguard con-
sumers' health and safety. 
The Committee based its Opinion on material prepared b¥ 
its Section for Protection of the Environment, Public Health and 
Con·sumer Affairs (Chairman : Mr ROSEINGRA VE - Ireland - Various 
Interests.. The Rapporteur was Mr JASCriTCK - Germany - Various 
Interests)o 
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Proposal for a Council Directive on the Approximation of' 
the Lr-.v1s of the :r:Ic?~1bcr States relating to ]!Iatarial.s and · 
Ar-l:iiclos cont:;.ininr~ Vinly Chloride Monooor o.nc1 Intondee. 
to Co:~w into Cont:-~ct r:i th Foodstuffs. 
'1 
~t~;: :.. [.ist of the :pro]os,al for a directive 
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In implementation of the outline Directive on materials 
and articles intended to come into contact with foodstuffs, the 
Commission is now proposing a specific Directive on permissible. 
~~aunts of vinyl chloride monomer in food and in materials and 
articles containing ~ood • 
The maximum permissible levels have been set at 1 mg/kg 
for materials and articles in their finished state, and at 0.050 
mg/lcg for the actual foodstuffs. 
In dravdng up its proposal, t~e Commission based itself 
.on the Opinion of the Scientific Cownittee for Foodstuffs as well 
as on a certain amount of scientific research currently being 
carried out. On the basis of this Opinion and scientific research, 
the Conmrl..ssion intends to take precautionary measures to limit the 
absorption of vinyl chloride monomer. 
Gist of the Opinion 
The Economic and Social Committee adopted by a large 
majority, with one vote against and four abstentions, its Opinion 
on this proposal. 
The Committee approves the proposal and at the same time 
accepts the proposed maximum levels of vinyl chloride monomer, 
which have been worked out in the light of present technology and 
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_-methods o_f analysis• It considers these levels, however, to 
~e.a str_ictly temporary precautionary measure, to be reviewe~ 
later in a wider conteA.'"t and in the light of new scientific and 
technological knowledge. 
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The Committee feels that exposure to hazards must be 
limited as far as possible and that consideration should be given 
to ·other cor.1plementary measures, namely : 
'I I • 
.. 
' I . ~. 
·· - - recourse to, or promotion of, other plastics (including com-
. , < 
poUnds) or non-plastic materials - or at the very least freedom 
/ of choice for con~ers; 
- use of a film to prevent migration; 
- restrictions on certain uses and a temporary ban on new uses. 
It would seem that the degree of migration is determined 
less by the nature of the liquid than by the duration of its .con-. .~.~~--: 
tact with the packaging. The Committee, therefore, wonders whej;h'ei""J · 
•, 
'·· 
the use of PVC pacl:aging should not be confined to foodstuffs that , ·, 
do not lteep a long time, and vJhether plastic compounds· or other 
materials should not be prescribed for other foodstuffs. 
Given the present state of scientific knowledge, the 
Section cannot accept the principle of a tolerable level for a 
carci...~ogenic substance. 
has never been proved. 
The existence of a "no-effect level" 
Generally speru~ng, the Committee is aware of the, fact 
that each separate packaging must be assessed from various angles,· 
e.g. the toxicity of the constituents, hygiene, manufacturing cost, 
costs of disposal and recycling,.and a raw material supplies' 
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policy. The Committee therefore asks the Commission to ex&atne 
these questions as a whole, not just in' isolation. 
I 
The Committee also asks the Commission to seek the 
,opinion of the Scientific Committee for Foodstuffc on the other 
monomers most commonly in use in the plastics industry because 
current scientific work in this area·would seem to suggest that 
there may be problems similar to those posed by vinyl chloride . 
monomer • 
I 'I 
The Committee finally recommends that the Commission 
should give wide publicity to the findings of scientific research 
so as to prevent risks from being under- or over-estimated. 
The Committee based its Opinion on material prepared b~ 
·its Section for Protection of the Environment, Public Health and 
Consumer Affairs under the chairmanship of Mr ROSEINGRAVE - Ireland -· 
Various Interests. The Rapporteur \'78.S Mr DE GRAVE - Belgium -
1Vlorkers. 
23-.. Abolition .o.f !_he Two-Yearly Rci!ort on Coni!eti tion in ~ranspo;r:t 
Proposal for a Decision amending Council Decision 
No. 65/271/EEC of 13 I:Ic.J 1965 on the Hn.rnonizc..tion 
of Cortr.in ProvisionG lS:focting Conpeti tion :i..n Trans-
port :);,y· ilail, Roo.C. D..lll,_ Illland \htf;rway. 
Gist of the Commission's proposal 
The Commission wishes to abolish the biannual reports 
which are required by Article 15 of Decision No. 65/271/EEC of 
13 May 1965, since they dupl_icate other more coi!lprehensive reports 
and ·are no longer of much value. 
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.;:.. Gist of the Cozgmissi'on! s pro.:pos~l 
-. 
The Economic and Social Cormnittee adopted unanimously 
;.} , - its Opinion on this Proposal. 
I 
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The Economic and Social Committee approves the Commission's · 
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proposal that the bi&'111Ual reports on pr~ess made towards aligning 
'conditions of competition in_the transport sector should be'aboli-
Shed sL~ce they overlap with other reports • 
This should not be taken to mean that the present 
situation vdth regard to the alignment of conditions of competition , 
is satisfactory (absence of decisions or gaps in the application . 
of the rules with regard to the calculation of vehicle taxes, the 
deductibility.of VAT on fuels, the financial autonomy of tl1e rail-
ways, compansation for the ~ublic service obligations of road 
passenger transport and the alignment of working conditions). 
The Committee based its Opinion on material prepared by 
its Section for Transport and Communications under the chairmanship 
' -, 
of Mr HOF};I11ANN - Germany - Workers. The Rapporteur was Mr REiifAUD -
France - Employers. 
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II 
NEW REQUESTS FOR OPINIONS 
The Economic and Social Committee will shortly be a~ed 
for an Opinion on : 
1. Proposal for a Council R'egulation (EEC) concerning Comnru.ni ty 
Aid for Financing Cyclical Stocks of Hard Coal, Coke and 
Patent Fuel. 
2. Proposal for a Council Regul.nti.ob on the necessary measures 
to achieve comparability between the accounting systems and 
annual accounts of railway undertakings. 
'3• 'Proposal for a Council Decision Subscribing, on behalf of the 
Community, to a Joint Declaration of Intent to Implement a 
European Project on the Subject of Electronic Traffic Aids 
on I:lajor Roads (Project COST 30) • 
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III 
PROVISIONAL FUTURE WORK PROOR'll.ID'.f.ii 
' · · April 1977 Plenary Session 
"' ·, \ ' 
Opinions·requested by Commission/Council 
-: · -· Equality of Treatment (Social Security) 
, ·- Treatment of Sludge 
.. - European Social Fund 
Studies 
- Nuclear Safety 
- Relations between Industrialized and Developing Countries 
\ ' 
f 
'•, . 
t~Ia:v 1.91:1 Plenary Session 
Qpinions requested by Conmdssion/Council 
- Protection of Workers against Vinyl Chloride 
- Bird Preservation 
- Pleasure Boats 
Own-Initiative Opinion~ 
- Industrial Change 
- GATT Negotiations (Additional Opinion) 
- ConmrrJers' Action Programme (Additional Opinion) 
- Farm Prices (Additional Opinion) 
... / ... 
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.StUdy 
- Employment· Prospects in Agriculture 
June 197~ Plenary Session 
. Opinion~ ~c~uested by Commicsion/Covncil 
-Economic Situation 
- .Social Situation 
- Doorstep Selling 
- Alcohol 
- Data Processing 
- Commercial Agents 
- Defective Products 
- New HeGional Fund 
Own-In.l:.lli!ti ve Opini_ons 
1976 Report on the Regional Fund 
- Small and r.:edium-Sized lli:tterprises 
Study 
- Agreeme~1ts between the EEC and Southern and Eastern 
Mediterranean Countries 
.?ub~~qu~~t Plenary Session~ 
O~inions re~uested by CommissiogLCour!C~~ 
- Green Paper 
Double Taxation 
Own-Initiative Opinion 
- East-West Transport (Part 1) 
Study 
- Tax Haru1onization 
'.' 
' ( 
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- 43 a -
The Portuguese Prime lVIinister, l'dario SOARES (centre) is 
welcomed by the Committee Chairman, Basil de FERRANTI, 
·(right), and the Secretary-General, Delfo DELFINI (left). 
- 43 b -
The Committee Chairman (right) welcomes the Portugu.e::.;e 
Prime Minister .(left). 
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IV 
J{X:TERNAL RELATIONS 
On 12 11arch Dr Hario SO.t.RES, Pnrtuguese Prirne Minister, 
was receivec. at the Economic and SociaL Conmi ttee in Brussels b;;r 
, the Cornrdttee' s Chairman, Iilr Basil de FJJ!PJ1.J.lliTI, and other Comriittee 
member c. Dr SOARES has already had contacts with the Comrni ttce -, 
he ::.:1et one of its Stud~r Groups when it paid a fact-finding visit 
to Portugal last November., 
The talks were attended by the two Comtrl tte Vice-Ch,.irmen, 
~:Ir BERNS and 1(Ir VAN GRJ!.'UNSVEN ,. by the Group Chairmen, by the Section 
Chairnen, a:n.d by other me,.11bers. ~lfle tvm sides discussed the scope 
-for closer contacts bot'I70e:tl the busincsrnnen, unions, _trade associa-
tions &J.d other pressure groups of Portugal and the Conmrll.L"'lity .. 
Dr r:Ia.rio SOARES was, accomp2.uied by his Foreign ~ilinister, 
I\!Ir Jose I.Iarmel de r.IJJ)EffiOS FERREL'1A; b;-;~ the President of the 
Portugu.ese Commission for European I:ntegration, I.Ir Vi tor CONSTANCIO; 
by the Portuguese Ambassador to the Co~~~aities, 
HoE• Er de SIQ1.JEL'1:1.ll... FREIRE; and b;;r senior civil serva11ts. 
2. Chairman of Econ_£mic _§gld Social CoJl!.li ttee to m~e offl&.tcl..yi§i.t 
1.9..L~ 
European 
to Paris 
~te Chuirmm1 of the Economic and Social Cornruittee of the 
' 
Communi ties, I:Tr Basil de FERR!U:.TTI, made an official visit 
from 14 -16 r.~arch. 
-~---~-- ----------
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He lunched with the Prime E:inister, Mr Raymond BARRE, ac-
conipanied by the rUnister of the Plan and Town and Countr"J Planning, 
,,- Mr Jean I1ECMT£JET, the Economics e.nrl Finance Minister, r./fr Michel 
DURAFOURs and the Iunister of I,abour, Idr Christian BTI'ULJJAC. 
I 
~he British Chairman was accor..1pa.n.ied by the two Vice-Chairmen~ 
lVJr H. BERN:J (I,uxembourg), and T!Ir J. van GRJ!."UNSVL'N (Netherlrolds), and 
the ComElittee~s Secret~J--General, 11r D., DELFINI, and Director--General,, 
lVIr R. IJOUET. The ESC delegation hacl meetings with leaders of the 
biggeE:t French bm;inessss~ trc.de union a::1d professionnl organizations, 
incJuding the President of the French National Employers'. Council, 
the Prenident of the General Confederation of Small and I.Iedium-Sized 
Ente~Jrises, the President of the General Confederation of EJ~ecutive 
S~affs, the President of the National Federation of Farmers' Associa-
tion, and the Secretary-Generals of the trade union federations, 0.1-T, 
FO, CFDT and CFTS • 
3. ,P_21egation from Economic and Social Co:mmi ttee received _b]l the 
French Economic w..d Social Council 
On 15 and 16 March, a delegation from the Economic and 
I 
SociaJ. Conuni ttee of the lfuropean Conlhl:l)_ni ties visited the French 
Economic and Social Ccun.c:i.lt where i-1:; discussed co:rnoon problems 
with the Council Preoident, Mr VENTEJOI1, and his Executive Bureau. 
The Economic and Social Comn1ittee delegation, led by its 
Chairr~la1'1, Mr Basil de FERR.ANTI ·(United Kingdoill), included the two 
V.ice-.Chairmen, r,lr r..:. BEm~s (I.uxe:nbourg), and rr1r. J. van GP.BUNS\n:m 
(N e-'GherJ_ands), and three other me1:1bers, I'.ir EMO CAPOLILIGTA (Italy) , 
nl'r E. Cl'.J-1STENS (Denr.1ark) and rifr c. EVAIN (France), as well as the 
Conuni ttee 's Secreta.ry··General, Mr D. DI.;J,FINI, and. Director-General, 
F1lr R. LOUET. 
The agenda for the meeting inclu.ded agricultural questions,· 
t~ade 11.egotiations ru.1d the general outJoolt for the Community. Means 
of improving cooperation between the two i.nsti tutions were aJ_so 
dincusced., 
... ; ... 
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The Chairman of the French Economic and Social Council, 
Gabriel VENTEJOL (left) welcomes the Chairman of the 
Ecenomic and Social Committee, Basil de FERRANTI (centre). 
4. 20th ::lmi versar;v: of the s,i@ing of ·the Rome Tr3aty 
On the 20th &iniversary of the signing of the Rome Treaty, 
Mr Basil de FERRA~TI, President of the Economic and SocicJ. Co~ttee, 
·, has written to the President of the Council of the European Comnnmi-
tios to underline the high hopes for the Comnnmi ty' s developmen-t; 
held by the economic 8Jld social interesto.. The Treaty had ushered 
in a period of economic and social progress$ he wrote, which had 
transforued the lives of the peoples of Europe and made real to th\.ltl 
the poccibility of bUiJ.ding together a deeper union. The achievement 
was a}.resdy great ond the hopes endurec1. The Economic a..11.d Social 
CoEffili ttce was ?roud of the contribution it had been able to r.1ake. 
r:i.r de J:llf~RR.ANTI' s lettt?r concluded : "The commemoration of origins 
is all occasion for looking to the futuro. In spite of all that we 
have <lone together the uorld is not c.n easier place for Europe than, 
it was vrh.en we start eel our advent··ure together. ~.'fuch hac been done; 
n11:.ch rc:·:12.ins to do. Ot!.r f:>-~i th and hop.e is that our leaderc todey 
. ' 
\ 
'I '' 
,,/ 
. -· 
·I 
vl:i.1J show the same irnagination and rcnliam of wh~ch their prede'cessorfl .... /· 
gave proof in the ar·t of creation which we are celebrating today.•• 
I:lr de FEPJ1JI1TTI, accompanied by Ur DELFINI, Secretary-General, 
represented the Economic and So cicl Co;1mri ttee at the 20th anni versa:ry 
cclel::::rations held in Rome on 25 March 1977. 
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MEMBERS' NEWS 
The Council of the European Communities has appointed the 
following as members of the Committee : 
fill' J obn KENNA, Director of Transport and Foreign Trade -
Confederation of Irish Industry, to replace Mr BYRNE, who 
has resigned. 
1~ K. STORM HANSEN, Adviser to the Grosserer-Societetet 
(Danish Wholesalers' Association), to replace :r.Ti R,et~ER, 
who has resigned • 
'\ 
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